The Mueller® Tamper-Resistant Hydrant Hold-Down Nut is specially designed to make Mueller Centurion® and Improved Fire Hydrants more resistant to tampering. It replaces the existing hold-down nut (and weather cap on hydrants dated 1987 and earlier) and surrounds the operating nut, helping prevent unauthorized operation of the hydrant. The special operating wrench for use with this option may also be used with other hydrants.

The O-ring sealed hold-down nut may be ordered "open left" or "open right" as either original equipment or as a retrofit. (When ordered as original equipment, option #004 must be specified.)

Contact your Mueller representative or distributor for more information on the Mueller Tamper-Resistant Hold-Down Nut.

Centurion and Improved Hydrants
Open right: 144983
Open left: 143112
Operating wrench: A-310